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Definitions[ edit ] Environmentalism denotes a social movement that seeks to influence the political process
by lobbying, activism, and education in order to protect natural resources and ecosystems. An
environmentalist is a person who may speak out about our natural environment and the sustainable
management of its resources through changes in public policy or individual behavior. This may include
supporting practices such as informed consumption, conservation initiatives, investment in renewable
resources , improved efficiencies in the materials economy, transitioning to new accounting paradigms such as
Ecological economics , renewing and revitalizing our connections with non-human life or even opting to have
one less child to reduce consumption and pressure on resources. In various ways for example, grassroots
activism and protests , environmentalists and environmental organizations seek to give the natural world a
stronger voice in human affairs. In its recognition of humanity as a participant in ecosystems, the movement is
centered around ecology , health , and human rights. Conservation movement and Timeline of history of
environmentalism Lord Mahavira , the last Jain Tirthankar is also considered to be a great environmentalist.
The earliest ideas of environment protectionism can be traced in Jainism , which was revived by Mahavira in
6th century BC in ancient India. Jainism offers a view that may seem readily compatible with core values
associated with environmental activism, i. Their works covered a number of subjects related to pollution, such
as air pollution, water pollution , soil contamination , municipal solid waste mishandling, and environmental
impact assessments of certain localities. At the advent of steam and electricity the muse of history holds her
nose and shuts her eyes H. The emergence of great factories and the concomitant immense growth in coal
consumption gave rise to an unprecedented level of air pollution in industrial centers; after the large volume of
industrial chemical discharges added to the growing load of untreated human waste. An Alkali inspector and
four sub-inspectors were appointed to curb this pollution. The responsibilities of the inspectorate were
gradually expanded, culminating in the Alkali Order which placed all major heavy industries that emitted
smoke , grit, dust and fumes under supervision. In industrial cities local experts and reformers, especially after
, took the lead in identifying environmental degradation and pollution, and initiating grass-roots movements to
demand and achieve reforms. It was founded by artist Sir William Blake Richmond , frustrated with the pall
cast by coal smoke. Although there were earlier pieces of legislation, the Public Health Act required all
furnaces and fireplaces to consume their own smoke. It also provided for sanctions against factories that
emitted large amounts of black smoke. The provisions of this law were extended in with the Smoke
Abatement Act to include other emissions, such as soot, ash and gritty particles and to empower local
authorities to impose their own regulations. During the Spanish Revolution , anarchist controlled territories
undertook several environmental reforms which were possibly the largest in the world at the time. Daniel
Guerin notes that anarchist territories would diversify crops, extend irrigation , initiate reforestation , start tree
nurseries and helped establish nudist colonies. Financial incentives were offered to householders to replace
open coal fires with alternatives such as installing gas fires , or for those who preferred, to burn coke instead a
byproduct of town gas production which produces minimal smoke. His advocacy for legislation to protect
animals from hunting during the mating season led to the formation of the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds and influenced the passage of the Sea Birds Preservation Act in as the first nature protection law in the
world. The poet William Wordsworth travelled extensively in the Lake District and wrote that it is a "sort of
national property in which every man has a right and interest who has an eye to perceive and a heart to enjoy".
Systematic efforts on behalf of the environment only began in the late 19th century; it grew out of the amenity
movement in Britain in the s, which was a reaction to industrialization , the growth of cities, and worsening air
and water pollution. Starting with the formation of the Commons Preservation Society in , the movement
championed rural preservation against the encroachments of industrialisation. Robert Hunter , solicitor for the
society, worked with Hardwicke Rawnsley , Octavia Hill , and John Ruskin to lead a successful campaign to
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prevent the construction of railways to carry slate from the quarries, which would have ruined the unspoilt
valleys of Newlands and Ennerdale. He observed in Swiss and Siberian glaciers that they had been slowly
melting since the dawn of the industrial revolution, possibly making him one of the first predictors for climate
change. He also observed the damage done from deforestation and hunting. In Hill, Hunter and Rawnsley
agreed to set up a national body to coordinate environmental conservation efforts across the country; the
"National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty" was formally inaugurated in Idealists
championed the rural life as a mythical Utopia and advocated a return to it. John Ruskin argued that people
should return to a small piece of English ground, beautiful, peaceful, and fruitful. We will have no steam
engines upon it. By , public support for the organisation had grown, and it had over 25, members. The Garden
city movement incorporated many environmental concerns into its urban planning manifesto; the Socialist
League and The Clarion movement also began to advocate measures of nature conservation. The movement in
the United States began in the late 19th century, out of concerns for protecting the natural resources of the
West, with individuals such as John Muir and Henry David Thoreau making key philosophical contributions.
He published his experiences in the book Walden , which argues that people should become intimately close
with nature. He successfully lobbied congress to form Yosemite National Park and went on to set up the Sierra
Club in The conservationist principles as well as the belief in an inherent right of nature were to become the
bedrock of modern environmentalism. In the 20th century, environmental ideas continued to grow in
popularity and recognition. Efforts were starting to be made to save some wildlife, particularly the American
bison. The death of the last passenger pigeon as well as the endangerment of the American bison helped to
focus the minds of conservationists and popularize their concerns. The Forestry Commission was set up in in
Britain to increase the amount of woodland in Britain by buying land for afforestation and reforestation. The
commission was also tasked with promoting forestry and the production of timber for trade. By the Forestry
Commission was the largest landowner in Britain. The concept of the Dauerwald best translated as the
"perpetual forest" which included concepts such as forest management and protection was promoted and
efforts were also made to curb air pollution. The book is sometimes called the most influential book on
conservation. Throughout the s, s, s and beyond, photography was used to enhance public awareness of the
need for protecting land and recruiting members to environmental organizations. David Brower , Ansel Adams
and Nancy Newhall created the Sierra Club Exhibit Format Series, which helped raise public environmental
awareness and brought a rapidly increasing flood of new members to the Sierra Club and to the environmental
movement in general. The powerful use of photography in addition to the written word for conservation dated
back to the creation of Yosemite National Park , when photographs persuaded Abraham Lincoln to preserve
the beautiful glacier carved landscape for all time. The Sierra Club Exhibit Format Series galvanized public
opposition to building dams in the Grand Canyon and protected many other national treasures. The Sierra
Club often led a coalition of many environmental groups including the Wilderness Society and many others.
After a focus on preserving wilderness in the s and s, the Sierra Club and other groups broadened their focus to
include such issues as air and water pollution, population concern, and curbing the exploitation of natural
resources. The book cataloged the environmental impacts of the indiscriminate spraying of DDT in the US and
questioned the logic of releasing large amounts of chemicals into the environment without fully understanding
their effects on human health and ecology. The book suggested that DDT and other pesticides may cause
cancer and that their agricultural use was a threat to wildlife, particularly birds. The limited use of DDT in
disease vector control continues to this day in certain parts of the world and remains controversial. With this
new interest in environment came interest in problems such as air pollution and petroleum spills, and
environmental interest grew. New pressure groups formed, notably Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth US ,
as well as notable local organizations such as the Wyoming Outdoor Council , which was founded in In the s,
the environmental movement gained rapid speed around the world as a productive outgrowth of the
counterculture movement. Protection of the environment also became important in the developing world ; the
Chipko movement was formed in India under the influence of Mohandas Gandhi and they set up peaceful
resistance to deforestation by literally hugging trees leading to the term "tree huggers". Their peaceful
methods of protest and slogan "ecology is permanent economy" were very influential. Another milestone in
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the movement was the creation of Earth Day. Earth Day was first observed in San Francisco and other cities
on March 21, , the first day of spring. It was created to give awareness to environmental issues. On March 21, ,
United Nations Secretary-General U Thant spoke of a spaceship Earth on Earth Day, hereby referring to the
ecosystem services the earth supplies to us, and hence our obligation to protect it and with it, ourselves. Earth
Day is now coordinated globally by the Earth Day Network , [43] and is celebrated in more than countries
every year. It marked a turning point in the development of international environmental politics. The
Back-to-the-land movement started to form and ideas of environmental ethics joined with anti-Vietnam War
sentiments and other political issues. These individuals lived outside normal society and started to take on
some of the more radical environmental theories such as deep ecology. Around this time more mainstream
environmentalism was starting to show force with the signing of the Endangered Species Act in and the
formation of CITES in A new look at life on Earth, which put forth the Gaia hypothesis ; it proposes that life
on earth can be understood as a single organism. This became an important part of the Deep Green ideology.
Throughout the rest of the history of environmentalism there has been debate and argument between more
radical followers of this Deep Green ideology and more mainstream environmentalists. Since , the percentage
of Americans agreeing that the environment should be given priority over economic growth has dropped 10
points, in contrast, those feeling that growth should be given priority "even if the environment suffers to some
extent" has risen 12 percent. They have also set up corn and coffee worker cooperatives and built schools and
hospitals to help the local populations. They have also created a network of autonomous community radio
stations to educate people about dangers to the environment and inform the surrounding communities about
new industrial projects that would destroy more land.
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The Burrus Crop Optimization Planner Your farm knowledge combined with our research â€” a profitable
combination. At Burrus, we recognize nobody knows your land and management better than you. With the
Burrus Crop Optimization Planner COP powered by MyFarmsSM, your field knowledge and management
practices are combined with our years of research data and proprietary product knowledge to create a
customized planting plan for each field. On average, products recommended by the Burrus COP were In tight
markets, management decisions become increasingly important; the Burrus COP delivers. COP is a whole
farm management system designed to help you with all your farm planning and recording needs. You can
create and share field maps, track rainfall and maturity, and even monitor for risk of disease. The value
proposition for you the grower continues when you take advantage of our program to offer the Burrus COP to
you free of charge. This is all part of our desire to partner with you to make your farming operation more
profitable. Additionally, Burrus believes in the independence of the American farmer. This means we believe
your data is your data. Farm data is stored in MyFarmsSM, which does not and never will price strategic
inputs. This means your map data will not move to anyone else unless you choose to share it. Burrus believes
in investing in your growth by bringing: Diverse seed traits and germplasm with our multi-brand portfolio of
products selected for where you grow. Cutting-edge technology that yields in the Burrus COP. Knowledgeable
representatives trained as Burrs COP crop placement specialists ready to assist you. The honesty and integrity
of a name you can believer in. Now, we can map anything, from spray passes to planting. And in tight times
like this, you are going to want to know what was used in different areas of your fields. Once you have the
as-planted data layer in your system, you can look to identify trouble spots. Especially when you combine it
with our weather data layer for those fields. Areas hard hit by early post-plant rains may be subject to nitrogen
leaching that could hit corn yields. That can guide some side- or top-dressing applications on those fields.
Those as-planted maps can also give you an early heads up about any new varieties you planted. The key is to
get the data from tractor to computer soon so you know the quality of what you collected and can determine
how best to use this valuable information to help with future decision-making. Yield Maps Now you can bring
in your yield maps from any display. Yield maps are a good starting point for developing a site specific
program for your farm. High and low yielding areas point out where the most productive combination of
activities occur and where something is limiting. The next question is what is causing the variability in yield?
Fertility, hybrid, compaction, soil, water or any number of other factors may have had an influence. Analyzing
the data provides insight as to what is affecting yield and can help you determine what management options
are available. The choice is yours, do you just have a pretty picture in the competition or do you have a
management tool in Burrus COP and the MyFarms system? What does this mean for you? Greater granularity
in your maps yields a greater level of understanding as to what is going on in your fields. This means better
decision making. The end result is a greater level of detail achieved in less time. Accelerating your decision
making process with greater speed and data granularity means more accurate decisions made with less time in
front of the computer and more time getting the work done out in the field or in the shop. Alert System When
you convert your Planting Plans to Planting Records, you are automatically enrolled in our alert system. We
currently have 3 different alerts set up in our system. Emergence Silking Grey Leaf Spot We are continuing to
look at and evaluate where additional alert systems are feasible and would help bring value to you and your
operation. These alerts will help you know when a field is nearing a threshold so you can focus your scouting
efforts where it is most likely to be needed. The alerts are based upon a model driven by specific variety
knowledge and research, as well as environmental factors experienced in that field. Variable Rate Seeding Rx
Low corn and soybean prices demand more efficient input utilization across your fields. The VRS Rx Plan
automatically flexes around the best of what you know about each field to identify the best seeding rate for
each acre. You can use soil types to create your seeding strategy without extra effort. If you have experience in
a field, you can create hand-drawn productivity zones. Or if you have yield maps, bring them into the
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conversation with your seed advisor. To learn more about how you can take advantage of this powerful tool,
contact your Burrus representative or the precision agriculture team: Josh Gunther or Chip Turner.
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Based on decades of research and experience applying his Hard Trend methodology to leading companies
worldwide, Daniel has identified the missing competency: When you learn to analyze and perceive trends this
way, it is possible to tap into what Burrus calls Everyday Innovation, solving challenges faster, and
recognizing previously invisible opportunities. Mastering these capabilities will position your organization to
be the disruptor instead of being the disrupted â€” thus creating competitive advantage, and reducing risk.
Leading with Strategic Foresight and Certainty Accelerating growth requires a new way of thinking about
overcoming obstacles and acting on new opportunities. All too often, change comes from the outside in,
forcing us to react by slipping into a crisis management mode, and putting out fires. This presentation is about
opportunity management, identifying the driving forces of predictable change, driving growth strategies from
the inside out, and taking control of our future. This eye-opening and motivating presentation will teach
attendees how to be prepared to capitalize on the next wave of technological change and drive growth
strategies from the inside out. Transforming Retail with Strategic Foresight and Certainty In this riveting and
innovative presentation, Daniel Burrus covers the ever-evolving retail landscape. This space is greatly affected
by the emergence of new trends; the problem is knowing how to identify which to act on. There are new tools
and strategies that can transform the customer experience, grow brand loyalty in amazing new ways, increase
consumer engagement, and accelerate the results of omnichannel marketing. The good old days of retail are
ahead of us. Mastering these capabilities will position you and your organization to turn disruption and change
into an advantage. The Big Ideas That Are Changing Everything Daniel Burrus takes the concept of looking
into the future and transforms it into a new paradigm for running an Anticipatory Organization using the new
tools of innovation for driving business process transformation. The Cloud, Virtualization, Mobility, and
Machine-to-Machine Communications M2M are the great enablers allowing organizations to transform every
business process in ways that were impossible just a few years ago to dramatically reduce costs and drive new
revenue streams. In his transformative presentation, Daniel Burrus teaches how to anticipate the revolution of
dematerialization, advanced virtualization, cloud services, mobility, IoT and a host of other game-changing
technologies using his proven Hard Trend Methodology. Transform the underlying business processes of how
you sell, market, communicate, collaborate, innovate, train and educate. Transforming Healthcare with
Technology-Enabled Innovation We are standing at the base of a mountain of technology-driven change
within the sphere of Healthcare. Wireless telemedicine, point-of-care transactions, e-enabled disease
management, home diagnostics, the virtual hospital, e-enabled customer choice, e-enabled assisted living,
e-communities of practice, just-in-time training, and procurement service providers are just a few of the many
areas that can be used to accelerate a positive transformation in healthcare. Understanding the new
opportunities that will result is essential in determining a clear course of action. Technology will never replace
doctors and nurses, but it will provide them with more data-driven insights and actions. A combination of data
and technology will enable doctors to achieve their desired results faster, and empower patients with the
knowledge of their own bodily state. Navigating these Hard Trends will lead you to the future of modern
healthcare in a digital age. In this innovative and thought-provoking presentation, Daniel Burrus guides the
audience through the seemingly infinite development of Healthcare innovation. Despite the vast resources and
contributions to the fields science and technology, there is still great opportunity in this industryâ€¦which also
indicates that there is room for disruption. Burrus will provide the concepts needed to anticipate the coming
change in pharmaceuticals, medical computing, and consumer health technology that will position you and
your organization as a future leader in this space.
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Several years ago, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts implemented a program designed to encourage innovation at all
levels of the company's 93 hotels. Entitled Blue Water, the program encouraged everyone from management to frontline
employees to test various ideas to improve every customer's overall experience.
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Rising social and economic inequality, [14] [15] new political ideas emerging from the Enlightenment , [16]
economic mismanagement, environmental factors leading to agricultural failure, unmanageable national debt,
[17] and political mismanagement on the part of King Louis XVI have all been cited as laying the groundwork
for the Revolution. French music, the partisans of both sides appealed to the French public "because it alone
has the right to decide whether a work will be preserved for posterity or will be used by grocers as
wrapping-paper". Reigning opinions are no longer received from the court; it no longer decides on reputations
of any sort After the British surrender at the Battle of Saratoga , the French sent 10, troops and millions of
dollars to the rebels. Despite succeeding in gaining independence for the Thirteen Colonies, France was
severely indebted by the American Revolutionary War. Poor harvests lasting several years and an inadequate
transportation system both contributed to making food more expensive. Meanwhile, the royal court at
Versailles was isolated from and indifferent to the escalating crisis. While in theory King Louis XVI was an
absolute monarch, in practice he was often indecisive and known to back down when faced with strong
opposition. While he did reduce government expenditures, opponents in the parlements successfully thwarted
his attempts at enacting much needed reforms. The Enlightenment had produced many writers, pamphleteers
and publishers who could inform or inflame public opinion. The opposition used this resource to mobilise
public opinion against the monarchy, which in turn tried to repress the underground literature. Originally
largely apolitical, Freemasonry was radicalised in the late 18th century through the introduction of higher
grades, which emphasised themes of liberty, equality, and fraternity. Virtually every major player in the
Revolution was a Freemason and these themes became the widely recognised slogan of the revolution. He
could not be made an official minister because he was a Protestant. Faced with opposition from the
parlements, Calonne organised the summoning of the Assembly of Notables. In response, the King announced
the calling of the Estates-General for May , the first time the body had been summoned since This was a
signal that the Bourbon monarchy was in a weakened state and subject to the demands of its people. It had last
met in Elections were held in the spring of ; suffrage requirements for the Third Estate were for French-born
or naturalised males, aged 25 years or more, who resided where the vote was to take place and who paid taxes.
Strong turnout produced 1, delegates, including clergy, nobles and members of the Third Estate. The lands
were controlled by bishops and abbots of monasteries, but two-thirds of the delegates from the First Estate
were ordinary parish priests; only 51 were bishops. About a third of these deputies were nobles, mostly with
minor holdings. Half were well educated lawyers or local officials. Nearly a third were in trades or industry;
51 were wealthy land owners. Many assumed the Estates-General would approve future taxes, and
Enlightenment ideals were relatively rare. What is the Third Estate? What has it been until now in the political
order? What does it want to be? The Third Estate demanded that the credentials of deputies should be verified
by all deputies, rather than each estate verifying the credentials of its own members, but negotiations with the
other estates failed to achieve this. The commoners appealed to the clergy, who asked for more time. They
established the National Assembly and tried to pressure the aristocracy to spread their money evenly between
the upper, middle and lower classes. They proceeded to do so two days later, completing the process on 17
June. Weather did not allow an outdoor meeting, and fearing an attack ordered by Louis XVI, they met in a
tennis court just outside Versailles, where they proceeded to swear the Tennis Court Oath 20 June under which
they agreed not to separate until they had given France a constitution. A majority of the representatives of the
clergy soon joined them, as did 47 members of the nobility. By 27 June, the royal party had overtly given in,
although the military began to arrive in large numbers around Paris and Versailles. Messages of support for
the Assembly poured in from Paris and other French cities.
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At Burrus, we recognize nobody knows your land and management better than you. With the Burrus Crop Optimization
Planner (COP) powered by MyFarms SM, your field knowledge and management practices are combined with our years
of research data and proprietary product knowledge to create a customized planting plan for each field.
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ABOUT DANIEL BURRUS. Daniel Burrus is considered one of the World's Leading Futurists on Global Trends and
Innovation. The New York Times has referred to him as one of the top three business gurus in the highest demand as a
speaker.
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Environmentalism or environmental rights is a broad philosophy, ideology, and social movement regarding concerns for
environmental protection and improvement of the health of the environment, particularly as the measure for this health
seeks to incorporate the impact of changes to the environment on humans, animals, plants and non-living matter.
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